I. General Considerations
Quantities relevant to radiation protection are often loosely used and the approximations employed in determining their values are sometimes poorly understood. Although a comparatively wide margin for a numerical error may be admissible in radiation protection, it is essential that the quantities employed be clearly identified.
The definitions of the terms dose equivalent, absorbed dose index, and dose equivalent index, contained in the previous Quantities and Units Report, are included here. The last two of these terms are called unrestricted index quantities in ICRU Report 25 [4J. In addition, the present report contains definitions of the restricted index quantities that were first incorporated in ICRU Report 25. Report 25 also contains a more detailed discussion of considerations presented here.
There are various additional terms that are used in radiation protection practice. Terms of interest include those defined by the International Commission on Radiological Protection l8J and the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation [9), such as collective dose, collective dose equivalent, committed dose, committed dose equivalent, dose commitment, dose equivalent commitment, and effective dose equivalent. Publications of these bodies should be consulted for the definition and discussion of these terms. The particular terms selected for inclusion in this Part of the present report are those that define the basic radiation protection quantities from which the additional terms have been derived, or those that help to define conditions of measurement in radiation protection practice. Table 4 gives the name and symbol for each radiation I protection quantity defined here, together with the unit symbols used with it.
II. Dose Equivalent
In current radiation protection procedures, an indication of the effect upon a given organ is inferred from a quantity <>btained by weighting the absorbed dose in that organ by certain factors. One of these modifying factors, the quality factor (Q), weights the absorbed dose for the biological effectiveness of the charged particles producing the absorbed dose. It is chosen to encompass appropriate values of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE), but to be independent of the organ or tissue or of the biological endpoint under consideration. It is also chosen to be a smooth function of the collision stopping power of the charged particles. Because the functional relationship is based on judgmental extrapolation of experimental information involving RBE data that are not directly applicable to the protection situation, it is well to choose a name different from RBE. This term is called the quality factor.
It should be noted that the values of Q presently used are only for routine radiation protection applications and should not be used in assessing the effects of high-
The product of all other factors (N) used in weighting the absorbed dose is currently assigned the value of 1.
This weighted absorbed dose is called the dose equivalent, H.
The dose equivalent, H, is the product of D, Q, and N at the point of interest in tissue where D is the absorbed dose, Q is the quality factor, and N is the product of all other modifying factors.
H=DQN
The SI unit for both D and H is joule per kilogram. The special name for the unit of dose equivalent is sievert (Sv).
The special unit of dose equivalent, rem, may be used temporarily. The special unit of dose equivalent, rem, may be used temporarily.
1 rem S-I = 10-2 J kg-I S-I
III. Specification of Ambient Radiation Levels
For the purpose of radiation protection, limits are stated in terms of dose equivalent. Hence, this quantity, together with the underlying concept of absorbed dose, is of primary importance. However, the value of the dose equivalent in an organ can rarely be determined directly and must usually be derived from measurement of other quantities and at other locations. It is frequently adequate to specify radiation levels by means of a quantity that furnishes at least an approximate indication of the maximum absorbed dose that might be received if an individual were at some particular location. This maximum is of particular interest because organs of high radiosensitivity can be found at various depths in the body.
As a first step toward obtaining such a maximum absorbed dose, the exposure free in air for x and gamma rays and the kerma for all other uncharged ionizing particles is determined. For unidirectional incident radiation, the magnitude of these quantities is usually judged to provide adequate approximations l4 to the magnitude of the maximum absorbed dose in the body. However, for radiation that is not unidirectional, they may provide an estimate of the maximum absorbed dose for the body which is too high. In addition, particularly for photon energies of the order of 100 keY, the maximum absorbed dose in the body may be larger than that inferred from a measurement of either kerma or exposure free in air because of scattering within the body. Moreover, exposure and kerma are not defined for charged particle radiation.
In general, the maximum absorbed dose for a given radiation field depends upon the size and material of the phantom in which it is determined. Thus, for the specification of the ambient radiation field for protection purposes, it is appropriate to provide a tissue-equivalent phantom whose dimensions are comparable with those of the human body. To eliminate the need of specifying an orientation of this phantom with respect to the radiation field, it is convenient to make the phantom spherical. In most practical situations, the maximum absorbed dose or dose equivalent in such a phantom is adequately comparable to that obtained in the human body placed at the same location.
To meet the need for the characterization of ambient radiation levels at any location for purposes of radiation protection, the quantities absorbed dose index, D], and dose equivalent index, HI, are defined below. In this approach, the maximum absorbed dose in the soft tissue of the human body is approximated by the maximum absorbed dose in a sphere of tissue-equivalent material [4J. The approach may be useful in circumstances where it is difficult to estimate the maximum absorbed dose and dose equivalent in the externally irradiated human body from measurements in air or on the surface of the body. It is recognized, however, that it may be inappropriate in other circumstances where different phantoms may be necessary. Local irradiation of the extremities can present such a case.
1. The absorbed dose index , D I, at a point is the maximum absorbed dose within a 30 cm-diameter sphere centered at this point and consisting of material equivalent to soft tissue with a density of 1 g cm-: l .
Unit: J kg-1
The special name for the unit of absorbed dose index is gray (Gy) .
